Ask your physician to refer you to Corridor
Radiology and enjoy the free on-site parking,
state-of-the-art services, convenient online
scheduling and our comforting “home away
from home” facilities.

Corridor Radiology’s Mammogram Suite

*Hologic, Inc. provided data

IMPORTANT: If you are
currently experiencing any
breast concerns, please
contact your physician
before scheduling your
exam with us.

3 With early detection the five year survival
rate is almost 100%*

The Corridor Radiology 3D
mammogram is our GOLD
STANDARD of care.

3 Breast tissue evaluated layer by layer in more
detail helps to screen for cancer, determine
if additional testing is necessary, and reduces
a false positive (abnormal follow-up)
with up to 40% confidence.

Corridor Radiology believes in
annual screening mammograms
starting at the age of 40.

3 3D mammography has proven to detect
41% more invasive breast cancers.

The Gold Standard in Care.

Why is a Corridor Radiology
3D Mammogram Considered
the Gold Standard of Care?
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Q.

Why is there a $60.00 charge?

A.

Some, but not all insurance companies,
do not reimburse for the 3D portion of a 		
mammogram. Think of the 3D mammogram
as an “upgrade”. The standard screening is
billed to insurance and generally covered. 		
The 3D portion is billed with a different CPT
code. Unfortunately if an insurance company
does not cover the “upgrade” of 3D, we must
pass this cost on to our patient. We encourage
you to call your insurance company and 		
ask if CPT code -77063 is covered. If you are
not covered by insurance for the 3D portion,
you will receive a bill from Radiologic Medical
Services in the amount of $60.00.

Q.

Do I need a doctor’s referral to have a Corridor
Radiology 3D mammogram?

A.

You do not need a referral from your physi-		
cian to schedule a screening mammogram
unless you have Medicare as your primary 		
insurance. You will, however, need to designate
a physician to whom we may send your results.
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